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In this article, we present an expression (first derived in 1952) for the cval- 
uation of instantaneous forces on a bluff body in a cross-flow, when only the 
velocity field (and, therefore, the vorticity field as well) is known in its vicinity. 
This expression is particularly useful for experinie~ital niethods such as DPIV 
which do not provide any information about the pressure field, but do yield the 
velocity and vorticity fields in a finite domain. 
Several interesting features of this expression are noteworthy: 
It does not require the knowledge of the pressure field. 
It is valid for incompressible, viscous, rotational, and time dependent 
flows. 
It does not rcquirc a knowledge of the velocity field over the whole wake; 
the control volume can be chosen arbitrarily (it rr~nst include thc body 
though). 
Beforewe give a derivation of this expression, we will remind the reader of 
some classical expressions for the evaluation of instantaneous forces and the as- 
sumptions underlying these expressions, and we will show how these expressions 
contain the pressure explicitly. 
We will then present a generalized Green's transformation, the Burgatti 
identity, which will be the key to the removal of the pressure terms from the 
force equations. As a starting point, the Burgatti identity will be first applied 
to the derivation of the force equation in vortex methods. In particular, it will 
be shown how the pressure terms drop out naturally hom the equation, without 
any ad hoc assumptions about the pressure field. 
Then, the general expression will be derived. Again, stress will be placed 
on the absence of the pressure terms in the resulting equation. As a check, we 
will show that the force equations used in vortex rnethods as well as in inviscid, 
rotational flows do follow from the general equation. 
'This work was supported by ONR Grant Number N00014-94-1-0793. The author would 
like to thank Dr Anatol Roshko for his constant encouragement 
1 Instantaneous force measurements in general 
flows 
1.1 General expression for fluid dynamic forces 
The starting point is the integral formulation for the momerlturn law in con- 
tinuum mechanics. Consider a material control volu~ne Vm(t) bounded by a 
material' surface S,(t). The momentum law in continuurn mechanics can then 
be written as': 
d ' 
- s"""(t) pudV = fi . I dsl (1) 
where p is the mcdium density, u its velocity, and I the stress tensor. Herc, 
~ , ( t )  is a material control volume enclosed by the surfacc Sm(t) with unit 
outward normal ii. For a Newtonian fluid, we have: 
where p is the pressure and T is thc viscous stress tensor: 
T = X(V . u)l + ~ ( V U  + v u T ) .  (3) 
As seen in Figure I., the surface S,(t) call bc decomposed into the surface 
of the body Sb(t) (with outward 11orma1 pointing into tllc body), the exterior 
surface SL(t),  and the surface of the umbilicus (or "branch cut") S,(t) which 
joins the exterior surface to the body surface, that is: 
such that: 
'The equation should have another term on the right hand side to include volume forces: 
pf dV.  
Here, f is the volume force per unit mass (of gravitational or electromagnetic origin, for 
example). An a pnon: knowledge of it is needed to carry on the algebra. Each case needs to be 
dealt with separately. In electromagnetics, the coupling between fluid flow and electromagnetic 
forces is quite intricated. Even in the case of a gravitational field, only a few cases lend 
themselves t o  further simplications, as in the case of a fluid of uniform and constant density. 
For the rest of the article, it will be assumed that the volume force pf is  independent of the 
flow. In other words, it can be measured in advance when the flaw is turned off, and can 
be subtracted from the forces measured when the flow is turned on (in constant and uniform 
density flows, this procedure would be equivalent to removing buoyancy forces). Therefore, 
without too much loss in generality, the term in volume force is excluded from the rest of the 
discussion. 
Figure 1: Control volumc analysis. 
Let us look closcly at the surface integral over the umbilicus. If the ilmbilicus 
is chosen to be infinitesimal cross section, then the irrtegrarrd varies only with the 
longitildi~ial coordinate of the nmbilicus. 111 other words, it can be approxi~nated 
to be constant along the perimeter of the urnbilicus. By slicing the un~bilicus 
into rings of infinitesimal area 6S,(t), and taking the surface integral over one 
of these rings, one obtains: 
where ,IT[65',(t)] is the value of the integrand xT at the longitudirlal positlon 
of the ring SS,(t). Sincc: 
the integration over thc umbilicus does not contribute to the total surface inte- 
gral, and we can write: 
where it is to be remembered that the unit nornal fi over Sb(t) is in io  the body. 
Now, let us look at the surface intcgral over the body. This integral is just 
the force exerted by the body on the fluid. For thc force of the fluid on the 
body, we then have: 
F - - f  i i . t d S .  
Sa(t) 
(9) 
Finally, we obtain: 
In practical applications, one prefers to use an arbitrary volume instcad of a 
material volumc. Assurnc that at tinic t ,  tlic rriaterial volu~ne V,,,(t) coincides 
with an arbitrary volume V ( t ) .  Then, we can use the identity2: 
where S( t )  = S,(t) and u s  is the velocity of thc surfacc S( t ) .  As a ~esult ,  the 
force exerted by the fluid on the body is: 
This is the niost general expressiori for tlie liydrodynarnic force acting on abody. 
Note that the second integral in Equation 12 is taken over thc whole surface 
S( t )  whereas the third one is taken over o~lly the exterior surfacc S*(t).  At 
this point, several options are possiblc, depending 011 how one wishes to use 
this expression for drag measurements. The possibilitics will bc rcvicwcd in the 
following sections. 
1.2 Boundary conditions 
A11 important feature of bluff body flows is tlie rrlotion of the body itself as well 
as thc behavior of thc flow velocity at thc body surfacc. A rriyriad of boundary 
conditions are possible, and here, only the rnairi ones will bc me~itio~md. 
1. Fluid flow conditions at thc body surfacc 
No through flow condition: 
( u - u s ) . L l b = o .  (13) 
0 No slip condition: 
(u-us) lb=O 
2. Wall velocity conditions: 
Rigid body motion: 
where f(t) is the translational velocity of tlie body and g(t) is the 
an,gvlar velocity. 
>Candel S.: M d c a i y u e  des fiwides, Dunod, 1990. 
Body motion with sliding walls: 
1.3 Application to wake surveys for time-averaged flows 
In some drag measureme~~t procedures, it is desired to measure the average drag 
of a body by measuring quantities on the surfacc of the cor~trol volu~ne only. It 
is customary (and practical) in wake surveys to havc tllc cxtcrior surface of the 
control volumc fixed. Decomposing as beforc thc surfacc S(t) into the exterior 
surface S' (now assumed to be independent of time), the body surfacc Sb(t) 
(still a function of time if the hody moves), and the umbilicus surfacc S,(t), 
and making the surface integral over the un~bilicus to vanish, we obtain: 
Note that the volume V(t) is still a fuuctior~ of time despite of the fact that the 
cxtcrior surfacc is fixed. The reayon is that the the body can be deformable or 
bc moving around as a solid body3. 
We will now assume that thc body motion coupled with the flow is stochas 
tically periodic wit11 averagc period T. By this statcmcnt, wc mlcarl that: 
or, in abbreviated notation: 
In other words, wake surveys allow drag nleasurenlents of tirne-avcraged flows 
only. Note that the time avcraging was necessary to rcmovc thc intcgral over 
30ne  way to see this would be to expand the time derivative of the integral as follows: 
+ f A . u s u d S +  i ii. u s u d S ,  S*(t) . S.(t) 
where the surface integral over S* vanishes if the surface is fixed. If the volume V(t) had not 
been a function of time, the surface integral over Sb(t) would not have been there. A sufficient 
(although not necessary) condition for this surface integral to vanish is for u s  .ii to be equal 
to zero. 
the volume V(t ) .  Finally: 
(F) = ( f  & ( u - u s ) p u d S )  
S a ( f )  
Moreover, if it is assumcd that the no-through flow condition at the body surface 
is satisfied, then we have, by construction: 
and the surfacc intcgral over the body vanishes4. 
Fi~lally: 
(F) = / fi . (-puu + 1) dS. 
. s- 
(23) 
Equation 23 can~iot he used a? yct without furtlicr assurnptions rcgarding thc 
valuc of thc stress tensor 1 on thc surfacc S. If thc silrfacc lies some distance 
away fro111 t l ~ c  body, the viscous stress tensor T becorrles negligible, and only 
the pressure tcrm remains. 
(F) = f fi . (-puu - pl) dS 
. S* 
(24) 
Since wake survcys involve only flow velocit,y rneasurerrlcnts on thc surfacc S*, 
thc pressure has to be inferred. In gcneral, it is assumed that the pressure i11 
wake of the body is cqual to the pressure outside the wake of the body, whcrc wc 
know Bernoulli's cquation can be effectively used5 (siniilar to a boundary layer 
assi~mption). This assumption is in general valid only far downstream of the 
body. Othcr possibilities exist for inferring this pressure with more 
To conclude, wake survcys can be used only for time-averaged forces, and 
have to bc made several body diamctcrs away from thc body, where further 
assumptions about pressurc can be made. 
2 Instantaneous force measurements in incom- 
pressible flows 
2.1 Expression for fluid dynamic forces 
In this section, it will be assumed that the density is imiforn~ and co~istant, and 
we will set p = 1. The starting point is again Eqiiatiori 12, which wc rcwritc for 
4This term would be present in the case of flows with surface injection, but it could be 
evaluated in a straightforward manner. 
5Schlichting H.,  Boundary Layer Theory, McGraw Hill, 1987. 
'Dimotakis P., Luer Doppler velocimetry moment,um defect measurements of cable drag 
at low to  moderate Reynolds nwnbers, N,CBC Report R541, 1977. 
the sake of clarity: 
This equation will be the starting point for the derivation of our equation. 
Some preliminary comments can be made about this equation.If the no- 
through flow condition still applies, and the outer surface S* is taken as being 
fixed, then it is straightforward to show that: 
or in terms of the pressure and the viscous stress tensor: 
Except for the pressure, all other quantities are computable fro111 the velocity 
field or its derivatives. In theory, the pressure can be evaluated at  the surface 
of the body from the relation7: 
where a b  and nb are respectively the acceleration arid the angular velocity of 
the body surface. This equation can be integrated for the pressure p up to an 
additive constant. This additive constant can be inferred if, for example, the 
front part of the body is in contact with irrotational flow8. If the surface S* 
is then made to coincide with the body surface, the force on the body can be 
computed. Note, however, that this method requires the evaluation of vorticity 
derivatives on the body surface. Experimentally, it may be very difficult to 
measure these quantities, not wit hstandi~ig the fact that the additive constant 
has to be evaluated. 
Alternatively, if the surface S* is chosen arbitrarily, the Poisson equation: 
v2p = v . (U . Vu) (29) 
could be integrated in the domain V(t) knowing the pressure at infinity and on 
the surface of the body. However, the dilemma is still present since the pressure 
at  infinity is not known, and has to be inferred from additional assumptions. 
7 W ~  J .  Z., Acta Aerodyn. Sinica, 4 (1986) 168. 
aspalart P.R., Von Karman Lectures, March 1988. 
2.2 The Burgatti identity 
Most of the transformations that will be used in the next sections rely on the 
followirig identity: 
where N is the dimension of the space you are working in ( N  = 3 in 3D and 
N = 2 in 2D for example). This identity was already known to Lambg, but 
only through integration by parts. ~ u r ~ a t t i "  gave a generalized form of this 
identity, and for this reason, we will refer to the derived form in Equation 30 as 
t h e  Burga t t i  iden.tity. It  is used extensively by Saffmanl1. 
Note that the form of the equation depends strongly on the dimension of the 
space, N. It is instructive to see how the space dimension arises in this identity. 
Consider the generalized form of this identity as given by Burgatti: 
J, [ ( V A a ) ~ b + ( V A b ) A a + a ( V . b ) + b ( V . a ) ] d V =  
[ ( ab  + ba) - (a - b) ii] dS. (31) 
Now let b = x ,  and rewrite the above equation, keeping in rriirld that: 
and 
which yields: 
[ (V  A a) A x + Na + x ( V  . a)] d V  = [ii . (ax + xa) - (a - x)B] dS. (34) h 
Also, using the vector identities: 
x A  (ii Aa)  = ( a . x ) i i  - ii. (xa), (35) 
and 
V . (ax) = x ( V  . a) + a, 
one obtains: 
g ~ a m b  H., Hydrodynamzcs, 5152, Cambridge University Press, 1924. 
1°Burgatti P., Bol le t~no della Unzone Matemat?ca Ital~ana, 10 (1931) 1-5; see also Truesdell 
C., Kznemat~cs  of vortzczty, Equation 7 4, Indiana University Press, 1954. 
llSaffman P.E., Vortex dynamics, Cambridge University Press, 1993. 
Figure 2: The fluidic body. 
By Green's theorern, the last two integrals cancel, and one finally obtains Bur- 
gatti identity as given in Equation 30. 
Throughout the derivations, the space dimerision N will be kept in the for- 
mulae. However, most of the equations involve the vorticity vector which can 
be defined rigorously only in three dimensions, that is N = 3. Nevertheless, a 
vorticity vector for planar flows can be defined by extending the vortex lines to 
infinity in a direction normal to the plane of the flow. In this case, the flow is 
effectively two dimensional, and we can set N = 2. 
2.3 The "fluidic" body 
To carry on the algebra, it is of practical interest to replace the body by a mass 
of fluid of unit density (as the surrounding fluid). Thc picture that now emerges 
is the one shown in Figure 2, in which a no-through flow e~lvelope separates the 
fluidic body of volume Vb from the external fluid of volume V. The exterior 
surface S* bounds the volumes V and Vb. 
The viscosity of the "fluidic" body is left arbitrary. Many cases of interest 
arise, depending on the viscosity of the body: 
1. The body has the same viscosity as the surrounding fluid. This is a case 
of slip flow for either a viscous or inviscid flow. 
2. The body has a different viscosity than the surrounding fluid. Two cases 
of interest arise: 
The body has infinite viscosity arid the external fluid is inviscid. This 
is a case of slip flow over a solid (not necessarily rigid) body. Note 
that a vortex sheet is prcserit a t  the surface of the body. 
The body has infinite viscosity and the external fluid is viscous. This 
is the general case of no-slip viscous flow past a solid body. In this 
case, the flow velocity equals the body surface velocity (boundary 
layer flow), and no vortex sheet is present (which just means that 
the flow velocity is continuous across the "fluidic" body surface). 
In the discussion that follows, it will be assumed that there is no surface injec- 
tion, and as such, that the volume of the body remains constant. The body will 
be, therefore, a material volume. 
3 "Vortex met hod" equation 
3.1 Boundary conditions at infinity 
The topic of boundary conditions at infinity is not easy to tacklc. In this section, 
only bourldary conditions proper to vortex methods will be considered. 
In vortex methods, all the vorticity is produced a t  thc surface of the body 
and is generally confined in a finite region of space. As such, some deductions 
can be made regarding vorticity and velocity at infinity. 
When the vorticity decays exponentially at large distances, the11 thc velocity 
obeys the following relatio~ls'~: 
Note, however, that no corldition can be imposed on the pressure at infinity. 
3.2 Preliminary assumptions 
As a result of the boundary conditions at infinity, the intcgral of the velocity 
terms over S* irl Equation 27 vanishes, that is: 
A priori, nothing can be said about the pressure integral. In vortex methods, it 
is tacitly assumed that this pressure integral is null: 
However, we will see that this assumption is not necessary, not withstandirlg 
the fact that it is incorrect as well. As a result, we will depart slightly from 
a typical vortex method derivation so as to include this prcssure integral. The 
resulting equation which is of use i11 vortex methods: 
iz~a tche lor  G. K., A n  zntroduct~on t o  B u ~ d  dynamhcs, Cambridge University Press, 1967, 
Ting L., J. F1u1d Mech , 127 (1983) 497. 
3.3 Vortex method equation 
What follows is a derivation similar to one given by Leonard13. First, Equa- 
tion 41 is modified by considering the body to be of unit density, and as such, 
to be part of the whole fluid. The volume under consideration is now the vol- 
ume V(t) + Vb(t) bounded by the surface S*, where Vb(t) is the volume of the 
"fluidic" body. Then: 
By using the Burgatti identity with a = u on the first integral, one obtains: 
1 d 
u ~ V  + -- x A (fi A U) d S  - 
Let us look at  the time derivative of the surface integral over S*. The time 
derivative can be taken inside the integral: 
1 d 1 d u  
x n ( f i ~ u ) d S =  - x A (fi A -) dS. (44) dt  
The integrand can be evaluated through the use of thc Navier-Stokes equations: 
With the proper behavior of the velocity at irifiriity (as indicated above), the 
integral of the inertia arid visrotis ternis over S* vanishes, that is: 
The pressure term can be given a different forrri by using the Burgatti identity 
(Equation 30)' and this yields: 
where the integration is over the closed surface S* which ericloses both the 
fluid and the "fluidic" body. The right hand side can be converted to a surface 
integral by Green's theorem: 
VpdV = pfidS. f* (48) 
13see for example Koumoutsakos P. & Leonard A,,  Dtrect nurner?cal s~rnula t~ons  of unsteady 
separated flows using uortex methods, PhD Thesis, California Institute of Technology, 1993 
Leonard again tacitly assumes that this integral vanishes, but we see that this 
assumption is not necessary. As a matter of fact, this intcgral ca~lcels the one 
in Equation 43, and the resulting equation becomes: 
This is the most general equation for thc instantaneous force 011 a body with 
the following assumptions: 
The flow is incompressible. 
0 The fluid is of unit density, and so is thc "fluidic" body. 
The no-through flow condition applies on the "body" boundary. 
The vol111rie V(t) extends to infinity and encloses all the vorticity. 
The surface integrals of the viscous and convective terms vanish a t  infinity. 
No assumpti011 is made about pressure a t  infinity. 
4 Instantaneous force equation for incompress- 
ible, viscous, rotational flows: the Moreau 
equation 
4.1 Derivation 
We are now ready to derivc a general equation for the forcc on a bluff body in 
cross flow, in terms of the vorticity field in its vicinity. The expression for the 
force was first obtained in 1952 by Moreau14. The key step in the derivation 
lies in the use of the Burgatti identity. 
Let us look back a t  Equation 25, which we reprodure: 
The surface integral over S(t) can be decomposed, as before, into three surface 
integrals, and by ~naking the surface integral over the umbilicus to vanish, we 
obtain: 
i i . ( u - u S ) u d S =  i i . ( u - u s ) u d S +  i i .  (u -  u s ) u d S .  
(51) 
14Moreau J. J., J. Math. Peures Appl. 31 (1952) 355-375; 32 (1953) 1-78. 
If the no through flow condition applies at the body surface, the surface integral 
over Sb(t) vanishes. Now, the surface integral ovcr S*(t) can be decomposed 
into two terms as follows: 
The first integral can be transformed into a volume integral using Green's the- 
orem: 
i i .uudS = V . (UU) dV, 
V(t)+Vb( t )  
(53) 
where the volume integration includes the fluidic body as well. We tllcri use the 
identity: 
v . (uu) = (V . u)u + u . v u .  (54) 
Since the flow is incompressible: 
and as a consequence: 
v . (uu) = u . v u .  
We then use the vector identity: 
where w is the vorticity: 
w = V A u .  
Equation 53 becornes: 
Finally, we convert the first integral back into a surface integral using Green's 
theorem: 
I 1 v(-u2) dV = V(t)+Vb(t)  2 (60) 
and Equation 50 becornes: 
Now, the stress tensor can be expanded into the pressure tensor and the viscous 
stress tensor such that: 
The integral involving the time derivative can be transformed using Burgatti 
identity such that: 
The time derivative of the surface integral can be manipulated through the use 
of a kinematic identity15: 
We can write the integrand of interest as follows: 
so that the Aris identity i11 Equation 64 can be used with: 
@ = (x .  u)l -xu, (66) 
which yields: 
fi - {$ [(x . u)l - xu] + us V . [(x . u)l - xu] dS. (68) 1 
The time derivative can be transformed back to: 
where the u time derivative car1 be obtained from the Navier Stokes equations: 
The divergence term becomes: 
v . [(x.  u)I - xu] = V(x.  u) - v . (xu). (71) 
Each term can be evaluated separately: 
V(x.u)  = (x - V)u+u +xA w ,  (72) 
15Aris R., Vectors, tensors, and the basic equations of fluid mechanics, Dover, 1962; Aris 
only gives the relation for a vector, but is easy to genaralize it to a tensor. 
and: 
V  - (xu) = N u +  (x-V)U, 
therefore: 
v . [ (x .u ) I -XU]=  - ( N - ~ ) U + X A W .  
Finally, we obtain: 
Now, the integral involving the pressure tensor can be transformed using Bur- 
gatti identity: 
which can be converted back to a surface integral using Green's theorem: 
1  
dS = (N - 1) f (p + 2uZ)f id~ .  (77) 
S* ( t )  
Finally: 
The first integral on the right hand side can be modified further: 
Then, Equation 78 becomes: 
- ( -  1) i i - ~ ~ u d ~ + ~ ~ * ( ~ ) f i . ~ ( ~ A u ) d S  
s* ( t )  
1 ( p  + -u2)ii dS + 
+ - I) ) 2 
Inserting Equation 80 back into Equation 63, one finally obtains the desired 
equation: 
This is the most general equation for the force on a body with a no-through flow 
condition at  the surface of the body. It  is idcz;iitical to the equation obtained 
by Moreau16. The body is not required to be neither rigid nor solid, but its 
density has to be the same as the one of the fluid and its volunle has to remain 
constant. It is valid for rotational and viscous flows. The control volume which 
encloses the body is arbitrary, and can be chosen at will. The rlirface of the 
control volume can lie anywhere in the flow as long as it cnglobes the body. 
4.2 Alternative forms 
This expression can take two alternative forms. First, we may note the identity: 
and, therefore, Equation 81 becomes: 
- 
I 6 ~ o r e a u  J. J., J. Math. Pures Appl . ,  Equation 14.5, 32 (1953) 41. 
where the tensor T is: 
Yet another form can be obtained by considering the volume V ( t )  to be material 
such that on S*(t) ,  us = u. Then: 
where: 
4.3 Alternative derivation 
For the sake of completeness, we will derive this equation by an alternative pro- 
cedure which makes use of matcrial volumes. The starting point is Equation 10: 
Now, using Burgatti identity, the first integral can be transformed to give: 
The time derivative of the surface integral can be rnarlipulated through the use 
of Zorawski kinematic identity17: 
where @ is a tensor and u the flow velocity. Thc integrand can be transformed 
by noting that: 
17~ruesdell C., Kznemat~cs of v o r t ~ o t y ,  Indiana University Press, 1954. 
and by using the following identity: 
where u is an arbitrary vector. Then, Zorawski identity can be written as: 
Now, since the integration is over the complete surface, then: 
i i . [ V A ( u A @ ) ]  dS-0 ,  
arid Equation 92 becomes: 
which is just Aris identity given by Equation 64 with us = u .  Actually, we 
could have used Aris identity from the start and set us = u since the surface 
is material. The procedure is the11 identical to the one following Equatio~i 64, 
and the result is Equation 85. 
4.4 Force equation for inviscid, rotational flows 
This equation is fully derived in Saffman This equation can be 
reproduced with the two following assumptions: 
and: 
Tl~*(t)  = 0. 
Then, Equation 81 takes the form: 
or, in terms of material volumes: 
lsSaffman P.E., Vortex dynarn?,cs, Chapter 3, 4 & 7, Cambridge University Press, 1993. 
where the body is assumed to be a material volume. We have, thus, recovered 
Saffman equationlg. We see that the assumption of inviscid flow can be relaxed 
by the more precise statement that the viscous stresses have to be null on the 
surface S* (t) . The assumptions underlying this equation are therefore: 
The flow is incompressible and viscous. 
The fluid is of unit density, and so is the "fluidic" body. 
0 The no-through flow condition applies on the "body" boundary. 
On the surface S ( t ) ,  the flow is irrotational and the viscous stresses are 
null. 
No assumption is made about pressure. 
If the surface S*(t)  lies in rotational flow, then Equation 81 has to  be used. 
4.5 Vortex method equation 
With boundary conditiotls givcn a t  infinity by Equation 38, we see that the 
surface integral over S* (which is now assumed to bc fixed) in Equation 83 
carlcels since: 
and therefore: 
k * i i . ~ d ~ - 0 ,  
which yields: 
We have thus recovered the vortex method force equation, which is subject to 
the following assumptions: 
The flow is incompressible. 
The fluid is of unit density, and so is the "fluidic" body. 
e The no-through flow condition applies on the "body" boundary. 
0 The volume V( t )  extends to infinity and encloses all the vorticity, which 
decays exponentially a t  infinity. 
o No assumption is made about pressure a t  infinity. 
lgSaffman P.E., Vortez dynamics, $4.2 & $7.6, Cambridge University Press, 1993. 
4.6 Added mass 
To check the validity of the equation, the concept of added mass has to be 
recovered. Let us assume that the external flow is irrotational. Moreover, let 
the surface S* extend to infinity such that the velocity decays as dictated by 
Equation 38. Then, the force on the body is just given by: 
Even if the flow is irrotational outside the body, it has to be rotational (most 
of the time) inside the body to preserve the no-through flow condition on the 
surface of the body. For a sphere or a cylinder, this is equivalent to there being 
a doublet inside the body. 
This equation can be modified by the Burgatti idcntity to yield: 
and this is exactly the v~;rtu,al rnom,en,turn of the body20. This expression for the 
virtual rnomerlturrl is valid whether the body is liquid (finite viscosity) or solid 
(infinite viscosity). 
If the body is assumed to be solid ("fluidic" body of infinite viscosity), and 
the external flow is kept irrotational, then the virtual momentum of the body 
can be recovered if enough care is exercised. As a matter of fact, straight use of 
Equation 102 to evaluate the virtual monient~irrl leads to problems. Since the 
body is rigid, the integrals over the body can be evaluated cxplicitly: 
For a non-rotating body and for irrotational flow, the force on the body would 
reduce to the first tern1 Vbub. This, however, is not the virtual nlornentum of 
the body. A flat plate of zero volume placed in a cross flow would have no 
virtual momentum by this formula! Let us see where we went wrong. We have 
to remember that the "fluidic" body (even with infinite viscosity) is part of 
the flow. To clarify this statement, let us rewite the equation used in vortex 
methods, Equation 101, as follows: 
where now the volume integral encloses the whole fluid (including the "fluidic" 
body). Since there is slip flow on the body, and the body is solid, there results 
20Saffrnan P.E., Vortex dynamics, Chapter 4, Cambridge University Press, 1993. 
a vortex sheef, on the surface of the body, and this is the missing ingredient that 
led us astray before. The flow is thus wholly irrotational except for this vortex 
sheet. The volunle integral is therefore not null. It  yields a term which, when 
subtracted from Vbub, gives the right virtual momentum. As a matter of fact, 
for a flat plate in cross flow, it is the vortex sheet that is wholly responsible for 
the added mass (since the plate has no net volume). 
Let the vortex sheet be given by: 
where now u is the flow velocity and u b  is the body velocity. Then, the volume 
integration becomes: 
Then, Equation 105 becomes: 
d 1 d 
udV+-- x A (fi A ub) dS. (108) 
The last two terms can be transformed with Burgatti identity, so that: 
but since the body was assumed not to rotate, the last integral vanishes, and 
we recover the expression for the virtual mornenturn of the solid: 
where now u is the flow velocity at  the surface of the bluff body. 
